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ABSTRACT

The geometry of the polypeptide exit tunnel has been determined using the crystal
structure of the large ribosomal subunit from Haloarcula marismortui. The tunnel is a
component of a much larger, interconnected system of channels accessible to solvent that
permeates the subunit and is connected to the exterior at many points. Since water and
other small molecules can diffuse into and out of the tunnel along many different
trajectories. the large subunit cannot be part of the seal that keeps ions from passing
through the ribosome-translocon complex. The structure referred to as the tunnel is the
only passage in the solvent channel system that is both large enough to accommodate
nascent peptides, and that traverses the particle. For objects of that size, it is effectively
an unbranched tube connecting the peptidyl transferase center of the large subunit and the
site where nascent peptides emerge. At no point is the tunnel big enough to accommodate
folded polypeptides larger than α-helices.

INTRODUCTION

The peptidyl transferase center (PTC) is the site where peptide bond formation
occurs in the ribosome. It is part of the ribosome’s large subunit, and is located in the
middle of the face the particle that interacts with the small ribosomal subunit.1 In 1982, it
was reported that nascent proteins first become accessible to antibodies on the side of the
large subunit opposite its subunit interface.2 This surprising observation suggested the
large subunit might contain an internal tunnel large enough to accommodate nascent
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peptides that connects the PTC to the site where polypeptides emerge, ~100 Å away. The
existence of such a tunnel, the exit tunnel, was definitively proven by cryo-electron
microscopy in 1995.1 It is an obvious feature in all the high resolution crystal structures
of 70S ribosomes and large ribosomal subunits published to date.3-7
The physiological properties of the tunnel are not well understood. On the one hand
it is clear that nascent proteins having specific sequences can bind so tightly to the wall of
the tunnel that protein synthesis is inhibited.8-11 Furthermore, macrolide antibiotics,
which bind to a specific site on the tunnel wall,12 appear to inhibit protein synthesis by
blocking the passage of nascent polypeptides down its lumen. However, it is not known
whether interactions between nascent polypeptides and the tunnel wall play a more
positive role in protein synthesis, e.g. by helping determine which nascent proteins will
be secreted.13 For example, it has been suggested that L22 regulates protein synthesis this
way because its globular domain forms part of the rear surface of the subunit where the
translocon binds, and its β-hairpin is a component of tunnel wall over almost two-thirds
of its length.14-16 This proposal has been called into question by the finding that cells
containing ribosomes from which the loop sequence of L22 has been deleted are viable.17
Several proposals have been made about tunnel functions that have geometric
implications. In some electron microscopic reconstructions of the ribosome the tunnel
appears to branch nears its exit end.18 This observation has led to the suggestion that
nascent peptides might leave the ribosome by two different routes, one used by
membrane proteins and the other by cytoplasmic proteins. It has also been suggested that
nascent polypeptides fold at the tertiary level while traversing the tunnel,19 a proposal that
could relate to data indicating that 23S rRNA has chaperone activity.20 Finally, the
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ribosome-translocon complex promotes the passage of nascent proteins across
membranes that have electrochemical potential gradients across them, but protein
translocation is not accompanied by passive ion flow. It has been suggested that the
ribosome itself is part of the “seal” that makes the ribosome-translocon complex iontight.21
Here we present a geometric analysis of the tunnel in the large ribosomal subunit of
Haloarcula marismortui that was undertaken to illuminate its role in protein synthesis.
This analysis does not support any of the hypotheses mentioned above. For objects the
size of nascent polypeptides the tunnel is not branched. It is too small to allow nascent
proteins to fold, and the ribosome cannot contribute to creating a seal that prevents the
passage of ions through the ribosome-translocon complex. The solvent volumes inside
the large subunit have been examined using the same methods. The interior of the particle
is extremely wet; solvent occupies 39% of its volume. Furthermore, the solvent volume
inside the ribosomal particle is a system of connected channels that permeate the entire
particle. A water molecule at almost any position inside this system can diffuse to any
other position without leaving the ribosome’s interior.

RESULTS

Solvent-filled voids are abundant in the large ribosomal subunit. Contrary to the
impression conveyed by many of the published images of the large ribosomal subunit, the
exit tunnel is not the only volume inside that structure large enough to accommodate
solvent molecules. The ribosome is full of such volumes. Interestingly, when the
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subunit’s interior is viewed slice by slice, as in Figure 1A, virtually every volume seen in
every slice that is big enough to contain solvent molecules has at least one ordered
solvent molecule in it that is visible crystallographically (Figure 1B). The exit tunnel,
which is discernible in the right-hand image of Figure 1A, is distinguished from the rest
of the solvent-containing volumes in the subunit mainly by its relative straightness and
uniformity of width. It is so straight that you can see all the way through the middle of
appropriately oriented ball and stick models of the large ribosomal subunit. The other
solvent-containing voids in the subunit are less obvious because they are more irregular
in shape and size.

A two-step approach for determining the surface of the tunnel. Many computer
programs have been written to assist in the identification and analysis of the voids in the
interiors of macromolecules, especially proteins.22-28 Several of these programs were
applied to the large ribosomal subunit but for a variety of reasons were not found useful
(see Methods for further discussion). Instead, the rolling ball algorithm of Richards was
used for the analysis that follows.29 This algorithm identifies the solvent-accessible and
solvent-contact surfaces of macromolecules using only atomic radii and atomic
coordinates as the input information (see Figure 2).
It is not a straightforward task to define the surface of the tunnel using the rolling
ball algorithm. The rolling ball algorithm is designed for determining the surfaces of
macromolecules, which are fundamentally convex objects. The tunnel is fundamentally
concave, being topologically part of the surroundings of the large ribosomal subunit, and
thus not a discrete, self-delimited object. Thus the surface of the tunnel had to be worked
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out using a two-step process. In the first step, the entire ribosome was surrounded by a
limiting surface that made the tunnel finite by capping its ends. In the second step, the
rolling ball method was used to define the surface of the cavity that corresponds to the
tunnel in that artificially delimited object (see below).

Delimiting the large ribosomal subunit. The tunnel was made discrete by
surrounding the entire large ribosomal subunit with a surface we call its shell. The
essential properties of the shell of the large ribosomal subunit are: (1) that it enclose all
the volumes inside the invaginations and other concavities in the surface of the large
ribosomal subunit, (2) that the volume of exterior solvent captured within it be otherwise
minimal, and (3) that its surface be connected. Every point on a connected surface can be
reached from every other point by a trajectory lying entirely on that surface.
Operationally the shell of the large ribosomal subunit was taken to be the contact
surface of the particle determined using a spherical probe having a radius of 10 Å. Figure
2 shows what is meant by the term contact surface in this context.29 While it is clear that
surfaces surrounding the large subunit can be obtained this way, the use of a 10 Å as the
radius of the probe for determining shells requires justification.
The lower bound on the radius of the sphere used to define the shell of the large
ribosomal subunit was set by the requirement that the shell be a connected surface. The
interiors of space-filling atomic models of macromolecules are riddled with “empty”
regions, some big enough to contain solvent molecules, but others so small they cannot.
Some of these interior voids may be cavities, which is to say voids big enough to
accommodate a sphere that is larger than the largest sphere capable of entering them from
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the exterior. A contact surface obtained for a macromolecule using a spherical probe that
contains cavities big enough to accommodate the probe will consist of an outer surface
that surrounds smaller closed surfaces to which it is not connected. Thus if the rolling
sphere contact surface of a molecule is to be a satisfactory shell, i.e. to define a connected
surface, the radius of the sphere used to define it must be so large that there are no
cavities in the macromolecule big enough to accommodate it.
Not surprisingly, the number of volumes inside a macromolecule identified as
cavities, i.e. volumes big enough to accommodate a sphere of the given radius, depends
on probe radius. Also, there is a critical radius beyond which there are no cavities at all.
However, as Figure 3 shows, the large ribosomal subunit contains no cavities big enough
to enclose a sphere having a radius greater than 10 Å. Therefore, the contact surface
defined by a 10 Å sphere is connected, as required for it to be a suitable shell surface.
Granted that 10 Å is the radius of the smallest sphere that can be used to generate a
satisfactory shell for the large ribosomal subunit, why would a surface defined using a
larger sphere not be just as satisfactory? The reason emerges when the contact surface of
the large ribosomal subunit determined using a 10 Å probe is compared to the contact
surface of the same object obtained using a 100 Å radius probe (Figure 4). The large
ribosomal subunit is a compact, more or less isometric mass from which three large
projections protrude. In addition to having small scale (less than 10 Å) surface
concavities due to its molecular granularity, its surface has much larger scale (~100 Å)
concavities caused by these projections. Most of the small scale surface concavities of the
large ribosomal subunit are not represented in the contact surface obtained using a 10 Å
radius sphere, but its larger scale concavities remain conspicuous. The large scale
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concavities of the particle are less obvious in contact surface obtained using a 100 Å
radius sphere because they are partially smoothed, but for the same reason, the surface
that emerges encloses large amounts of bulk solvent. Thus to keep the amount of extra
solvent encompassed by the shell to a minimum, the shell of a macromolecule should be
defined using the smallest spherical probe that yields a connected surface.

The size and shape of the tunnel depends on probe size. Once the large ribosomal
subunit had been enclosed in a satisfactory shell, the surface of its tunnel could be
defined by placing a sphere of some radius inside its lumen in silico and allowing that
sphere to roll around inside it. The contact surfaces that emerge are determined in part by
the atoms forming the wall of the tunnel, and in part by the surrounding shell.
What should the radius of the sphere be that is used to define the tunnel wall? This is
not a trivial question because the size and shape of the surface defined for the tunnel this
way is extremely sensitive to probe radius. Figure 5A (green line) shows how the volume
of the tunnel accessible to spherical probes depends on probe radius. For comparison, the
dependence of the total accessible volume inside the shell of the ribosome on the radius
of the probe sphere is shown (Figure 5A, red line). For probes having radii up to 2.5 Å or
so the volume accessible from the lumen of the tunnel is almost as large as the entire
volume inside the shell accessible to a sphere of that radius. However, as the probe radius
increases from 2.5 Å to 3.0 Å, the volume assigned to the tunnel plummets both in
absolute terms and as a fraction of the total accessible volume inside the shell. This
dramatic fall in volume is associated with an equally dramatic change in tunnel
morphology (Figure 5B). Interestingly, when the tunnel surface is determined using a 2.7
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Å radius probe, the object so defined is bifurcated at its distal end. However, a slight
increase in probe radius eliminates the bifurcation without otherwise affecting the shape
of the tunnel surface. When the probe used is 3.0 Å that the tunnel surface that emerges
corresponds well to what the casual observer of the structure would consider as
constituting the exit tunnel (see Figure 1A, right).
It follows that the size and shape of the tunnel cannot be uniquely defined, because
its effective size and shape is determined by the shapes and sizes of the molecules that
must pass through it. An extended poly-alanine chain has lateral dimensions of roughly 6
Å (see Methods), and nascent polypeptides with bulkier side chains are larger than that.
Hence for the purposes of analyzing the passage of polypeptides down the tunnel, it is
appropriate to think of the tunnel surface as being the surface defined using a sphere
having a radius of 3.0 Å. A stereo view of that tunnel is provided in Figure 6 with some
its biochemical landmarks indicated. The volume inside the tunnel surface is about
25,000 Å3, and the distance from the PTC to the distal end of the tunnel is about 80 Å
(depending on where one decides its distal end is). Thus if the tunnel were a cylinder of
uniform diameter, which it is not, its diameter would be about 20 Å. The wall of the
tunnel is RNA-rich; 82% of the atoms that contact its surface are RNA atoms and only
18% of them are protein atoms.

The tunnel is permeable to water. Having defined the tunnel lumen using a 3.0 Å
probe (Figure 5B), it is instructive to find out what fraction of the total solvent volume
inside the shell of the subunit can be accessed by a water molecule placed in the tunnel
lumen. As is evident in Table 1 (and Figure 5A, gray vertical line), the volume accessible
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to a water molecule is 93% of the solvent-accessible volume inside the shell of the large
ribosomal subunit. Thus effectively, there is no tunnel for water-sized objects. Further,
cavities big enough to contain solvent molecules account for only 0.02% of the solventcontaining volume that cannot be accessed from the channel. The rest of the solvent
volume that cannot be reached from the tunnel is solvent “trapped” in concavities at the
surface of the particle by the shell.
The tunnel so defined comprises a huge network of interconnected channels that
permeates the entire structure of the large ribosomal subunit. Since this network reaches
the particle’s exterior in many places, molecules the size of water molecules should be
able to diffuse into and out of the tunnel without difficulty. The tunnel that emerges when
a 3.0 Å radius sphere is used, on the other hand, is much smaller. Its volume is about
4.4% of the total solvent volume of the particle (Figure 5A and Table 1).

The interior of the ribosome is very wet. The fraction of the volume inside the shell
of the large ribosomal subunit that is solvent-filled is large; just over 39% (see Table 1).
To understand what this number means it is useful to compare the ribosome to another
macromolecular assembly that has an interior cavity: spinach Rubisco (PDB id, 1RCX).30
When its structure is analyzed the same way, 17.2% of the volume inside its shell is
found to be accessible to solvent, but its interior cavity has no side branches accessible to
water-sized probes (Figure 1C, left). This is consistent with the long-standing observation
that the interiors of protein domains contain little or no solvent.31 Further, 56.1% the
solvent inside the Rubisco shell is to be found in the thin water layer between its exterior
surface and its shell, which is evident upon examination of Figure 1C (right). Thus water
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that is truly in the center of the structure accounts for only 7.6% of the volume inside its
shell. For the large subunit, only 12.4% of the solvent is found in its outer-most layer and
hence interior water still accounts for about 34% of the volume inside the shell. Thus the
porous solvent structure that permeates the entire ribosome is not protein-like.

DISCUSSION

Is the exit tunnel branched? In some electron microscopic reconstructions of the
ribosome, the tunnel branches at its distal end, and its branches appear to be big enough
to accommodate nascent peptides.18 However, our calculations show that for objects the
size of polypeptides the tunnel is not branched. How can this discrepancy be explained?
We believe it likely that the branching seen in low resolution electron microscopic
images is a Fourier series termination artifact similar to the one that causes α-helices to
resemble slender rods in X-ray crystallographic electron density maps calculated at
resolutions around 6 Å. The earlier 9 Å resolution crystallographic electron density map
published for the large ribosomal subunit looks far more porous than it really is for this
same reason.7 In this connection we note that when low resolution EM images are
superimposed on the high resolution X-ray crystal structures, it is found that ribosomal
protein occupies the space assigned to the proposed branch (Daniel Klein, personal
communication).1;18

To what extent do proteins fold in the tunnel? People have speculated about the
conformation adopted by nascent proteins as they traverse the exit tunnel ever since the
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existence of the tunnel was first suspected. Important insights can be derived by
combining what has been learned about the tunnel crystallographically with biochemical
data of the sort first reported almost 40 years ago.32 In 1967, Rich and colleagues
demonstrated that the last (i.e. C-terminal) 30 residues of nascent peptides are protected
from proteolytic attack by their association with the ribosome. Many such experiments
have been performed since using ribosomes from different sources and nascent peptides
of different kinds (for review see 33). They have all consistently shown that the length of
the peptides protected by the ribosome is 30 to 40 residues. Since the distance from the
PTC to the distal end of the tunnel is about 80 Å, the distance of the tunnel traversed by
each residue of nascent peptides is, on average, 2.0 to 2.7 Å. This distance is considerably
less than the 3.5 Å per residue it would be if nascent proteins were in an extended
conformation, but not as short as the 1.5 Å per residue it would be if nascent peptides
were entirely α-helical. An increasing body of experimental data supports the view that
nascent peptides are indeed α-helical conformation.34;35 Furthermore, a recent theoretical
study by Thirumalai and co-workers has shown that confinement of peptide chains in
cylindrical cavities the size of the exit tunnel drives them to adopt α-helical
conformations entropically.36
All of the above not withstanding, it has been suggested that nascent peptides might
become at least partially folded at the tertiary level inside the tunnel.19 Is this
geometrically plausible? Accidentally, we obtained some information about the bore of
the tunnel several years ago from a heavy-atom isomorphous replacement experiment
done using a cluster compound containing 11 tungsten atoms.37 This irregularly shaped
molecule, which has maximum linear dimensions of 13.6 Å, binds to 3 sites inside the
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tunnel as well as to a single site in the tRNA binding cleft (Figure 7C).38 As it happens,
the diameter of the largest sphere that can fit inside the tunnel is only slightly larger, 13.7
Å. The diameter of a poly-alanine α-helix is considerably smaller than this at 9.2 Å, and
as expected, α-helices will fit comfortably in the tunnel provided some bends in the helix
axis are permitted (Figure 7A). However, small protein domains, such as an IgG domain
will not fit (Figure 7B). Thus neither the biochemical data available nor the structure of
the large ribosomal subunit itself supports the hypothesis that tertiary folding of nascent
peptides occurs in the ribosome.
Those who believe that the tunnel does allow tertiary folding might argue that the
conformation of the tunnel is not fixed; that it might be able to accommodate large
objects the way a boa constrictor swallows a pig. While it is impossible to rule this
hypothesis out, it is implausible. Since the tunnel lies in the middle of a huge
macromolecular structure, any conformational change that significantly altered its
dimensions would require the disruption of a very large number of tertiary interactions.
Furthermore, the tunnel has the same size and shape in the crystal structures now
available for large ribosomal subunits from two different species3;4 and for complete
ribosomes from two other species.5;6
Finally, in considering the possibility that the tunnel functions as a chaperone, it is
useful to compare the interior chamber of a known chaperone, the thermosome,39 with the
interior of the ribosomal tunnel. The two volumes are similar in length, but their
diameters differ enormously (Figure 8). Although, a sphere 50 Å in diameter would fit
comfortably within the interior cavity of the thermosome, nothing anywhere near this
large will fit inside the ribosome.
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Is the large ribosomal subunit impermeable to ions? The translocon is a large,
membrane protein complex to which the large subunit of the ribosome binds when it is
synthesizing proteins destined for insertion into membranes or passage through
membranes. The translocon binds to the distal end of the exit tunnel. One of the
interesting properties of the translocon-ribosome complex is that protein secretion is not
accompanied by ion flows that would discharge the electrochemical gradients that exist
across membranes. It is not easy to understand how this is accomplished. Peptide chains
are irregular in shape, and one would have anticipated that even a channel that was only
just big enough to allow peptides to pass might also accommodate an occasional low
molecular weight ion.
Johnson and coworkers have observed that fluorophores inside the peptide exit
tunnel of translocon-bound ribosomes cannot be quenched by iodide ions added to the
surrounding solution.21 Consequently they proposed that the ribosome itself is part of the
system that makes the ribosome translocon complex ion-tight. This hypothesis appeared
to be further supported by a recent report that puromycin treatment of endoplasmic
reticulum membranes containing ribosome-translocon complexes with attached nascent
polypeptides, which are normally ion-tight, leads to transmembrane calcium ion flow.40 It
is hypothesized that the release of nascent polypeptides from the ribosomes caused by
reaction with puromycin opens the PTC end of the exit tunnel allowing ions to flow.
Both Johnson’s result and the puromycin-calcium result can be understood
geometrically. The Stokes’ radii of hydrated cations and anions fall in the range of 3.3 to
4.1 Å (Table 2),41 which is larger than the radius of the largest sphere (3.0 Å) capable of
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leaking out of (or into) the exit tunnel laterally (Figure 5A), assuming that the wall of the
tunnel is rigid. One could argue that these ions might enter ribosomal channels having
diameters less than their hydrated radii because polar groups in the ribosome can replace
waters of hydration. Thus the impermeability of the ribosome to iodide and calcium ions
does not mean that the ribosome is impermeable to protons or water, or that it is part of
the seal that keeps the ribosome-translocon complex from leaking ions. It should also be
noted that recent crystallographic results suggest that the translocon pore itself is likely to
be the component of the system that makes it ion-tight.42

RNA is “wet”. This study shows that the interior of the ribosome includes a large
network of interconnected channels; solvent occupies more then one third of the volume
inside the shell of the large subunit. Protein assemblies tend to be much drier in their
interiors. There is little or no solvent within protein domains, and only a few of them
have internal solvent volumes of substantial size, e.g. GroEL. It is easy to understand
why the ribosome is so wet. Most of the RNA in the ribosome is helical, and no matter
how helices ~20 Å in diameter are packed, the gaps between them are bound to be large
enough to accommodate solvent. Furthermore, individual RNA helices do not efficiently
fill the cylindrical volumes that enclose their structures because their grooves are large.
Another reason RNAs pack inefficiently is their packed structures must accommodate the
water molecules and counterions required to neutralize their backbone charges. Protein
domains, on the other hand, are as densely packed in their interiors as crystals of small
organic molecules.31
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To see whether of not the solvent-rich interior of the ribosome is a generic property
of the ribosome, other large RNA molecules (group I intron43) and nucleic acid-protein
complexes (small ribosomal subunit48 and nucleosome49) were analyzed the same way.
They also have large amounts of interior solvent (between 31% and 36% by volume),
which indicates that the high solvent content of the interior of the ribosome is a general
property of RNA and ribonucleoprotein complexes

Thermal fluctuations. Some of our conclusions about the properties of the
polypeptide exit tunnel might be challenged on the grounds that biological structures
cannot be fully understood on the basis of their time-averaged structures. For example,
the atoms that form the wall of the exit tunnel of the ribosome, like every other atom in
the ribosome exhibit thermal fluctuations in position. An estimate of the magnitude of
this effect within the populations of macromolecules found in crystals can be obtained
from the Debye-Waller factors (B-factors) assigned to the atoms as their structures are
refined. The average value of the B-factors for RNA atoms in the H. marismortui large
ribosomal subunit crystal structure is 30.8 (± 13.9) Å2.3 This number implies that in any
given direction, the root mean square variation in the position of the average RNA atom
in the crystals used to obtain the structure in question was 0.63 Å. Since static packing
disorder is certain to contribute a significantly to the B-factors of these crystals, 0.63 Å is
an upper bound estimate for the magnitude of thermal fluctuations. Random structural
fluctuations of this magnitude cannot alter the dimensions of the tunnel enough to create
protein accessible side branches, or to allow nascent polypeptides to form tertiary
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structure, or to make it significantly more accessible to hydrated ions than its timeaveraged structure indicates.

METHODS

Atomic coordinates and VDW radii. All files were taken from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB).44 1JJ2 was the PDB file used for the H. marismortui large ribosomal subunit;45
nine other large subunit structures gave similar results. For the group I intron the 1U6B43
was the PDB file used. For the 30S subunit, PDB file 1N32 was used;46 three other small
subunit structures gave the same result. The nucleosome was taken from PDB file 1S32.47
Spinach rubisco (1RCX)30 was chosen as a typical protein because it has a central
channel, long protein chains and minimal symmetry. The leucine zipper α-helix (Figure
7A) is from PDB file 1YSA48 and the IgG domain (Figure 7B) is the first domain of
NCAM Ig1-2-3 protein, PDB file 1QZ1.49
For all PDB files, hydrogens were added using the program REDUCE with default
settings.50 The van der Waals (VDW) radii used for atoms were taken from MSMS
program based on stereochemistry of the RNA atoms,51;52 and merged with coordinate
data to create simple XYXR files that specify the coordinates and VDW radius of every
atom in a molecule.

Cavity Volumes. Numbers of cavities and cavity volumes were determined using
VOIDOO.22;23 Scripts were written to facilitate the application of VOIDOO to multiple
PDB files and probe sizes, as well as to analyze, merge and summarize its output files.
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Using VOIDOO version 3.3.2 (040617) with extended array sizes, cavities for the
ribosome were calculated using a cubic grid having linear dimensions of 0.4 Å (15 voxels
per Å3).

Existing software for analyzing internal solvent volumes. Several programs have
been written to find interior voids, cavities and channels, but none proved satisfactory for
our purposes.22-28 For example, VOIDOO,22;23 which is a program for extracting cavities
of large macromolecules, was used to generate Figure 3. Cavities are voids in a structure
that can contain a sphere larger than the largest sphere able to enter them from the
exterior. Since the ribosomal exit tunnel is an open channel, VOIDOO is not an
appropriate tool to use for its characterization.
HOLE28 is a program that is used to extract ion channels from membrane protein
structures by stepping through them from a given start point along a vector. When
applied to the ribosome, HOLE terminated without having traversed the entire length of
the tunnel because the tunnel axis does is not entirely straight. A new program was
written using a stepping algorithm similar to that of HOLE that compensated for changes
in the direction of the tunnel axis. While this new program could traverse the entire
tunnel, the results were still unsatisfactory because of the large number of channels the
structure contains.
SurfNET24 is designed to extract all the channels in a given structure. It suffers from
two shortcomings. First, since the ribosome is filled with channels, it is computationally
expensive to use. Second, SurfNET uses the convex hull of the atom centers of a
molecule to define the outer surface of molecules. The convex hull of a molecule
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corresponds to the shell determined for it using a spherical probe in the limit as the probe
radius goes to infinity.53;54 The volume enclosed by the convex hull surface of the large
subunit is much larger than the 100 Å shell surface shown in Figure 4. Hence, the
construct analyzed by SurfNET includes much more bulk solvent than the 10 Å shell
described above, which is undesirable.

The rolling ball approach to determining volumes of the ribosome. Initially, solventcontact surface volumes were calculated using MSMS version 2.5.3.51;52 (Version 2.5.5,
which became available subsequently, does not work with structures containing as many
atoms as the ribosome.) However, MSMS is designed for speed at the cost of accuracy,
and did not always produce consistent results. For this reason we wrote a program of our
own for performing these calculations.
This program determines the solvent-accessible volume of macromolecules by
reading their XYZR files into memory and assigning to each atom a radius that is its
VDW radius plus the radius of the probe (Figure 2). The coordinates of the molecule are
then superimposed on a finely spaced, cubic grid. The solvent-accessible volume of the
molecule is the set of all grid points that fall within the augmented atomic sphere of any
atom. Next, the set of all “empty” grid points that are adjacent to points within the
solvent-accessible volume of the molecule is determined. This set defines the solventaccessible surface. The solvent-contact volume is obtained by removing from the set of
points that constitute the solvent-accessible volume all points that are within the one
probe radius from any of the points on the solvent-accessible surface (Figure 2). The
volume is determined multiplying the total number of occupied grid points by the
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individual grid point (voxel) volume. Not surprisingly, this algorithm works best if the
grid used is very fine. For all calculations reported above, the linear dimensions of the
grid were 0.16 Å to 0.22 Å, i.e. 244 to 94 grid points per Å3. Figures showing such
surfaces were obtained by writing their grids in EZD electron density file format,
converting that file into a CCP4 file using MAPMAN,22;55 and finally rendering them
using the PyMol graphics program.56 For figures, a 0.3 Å (37 grid points per Å3) grids
were calculated, which were then shrunk to 0.6 Å to reduce PyMol rendering time and
prevent crashing.

Extraction of Interior Volumes. The first step in the determination of the surface of
the polypeptide tunnel was the calculation of the shell volume of the 50S subunit,
determined using a 10 Å radius probe, on a fine grid. Second, the accessible surface was
determined on the same grid by the rolling ball method (Figure 2) using a smaller probe.
Subsequently, the accessible volume grid of the smaller probe was subtracted from the
shell volume grid to yield the set of interior grid points that are accessible to the smaller
probe. This subtraction yields all points reachable by the probe center within the shell,
but not necessarily from the tunnel. The subset of grid points connected to defined tunnel
regions was then identified from the larger set. That subset contains only points
accessible to the probe center. In order to obtain the contact volume of the tunnel, the
accessible volume subset was convoluted with the probe sphere. The set of interior grid
points so defined is equivalent to what would be obtained if a probe placed manually in
the lumen of the tunnel were allowed to roam freely in the structure without exiting the
tunnel. Typical results are shown in Figures 5B. To ensure the continuity of the exit
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tunnel with the tRNA binding cleft of the large subunit, the highly dynamic residue
U2620 was removed from above the tunnel when generating figures, but not when
numerical calculations were being done. The unlabeled exit tunnel surfaces shown in
figures were generated using probes between 2.9 and 3.2 Å.
The interior volume of the thermosome, from Thermus acidophilum (PDB ID:
1A6D),39 was computed as described above except that that its shell volume was
computed using a 40 Å probe in order to ensure that its interior cavity would be entirely
included in its shell. The probe used to obtain its interior volume had a radius of 4 Å;
smaller probes can “leak” out of its interior.

Calculation of Linear Dimensions. To determine the width extended poly-alanine
chains and α-helices, alanines were modeled in increments of 50 amino acids. The
lengths of the models were calculated using Cα distances and volumes using a rolling
probe of 5 Å. The cross-section of both alanine chains was then determined from the
slopes of a linear regression of the data. Diameters were then calculated assuming the
cross-section was circular.

Availability of Software. The volume calculation programs and source code
described here are intended to be applicable to similar problems and can be obtained
online at http://geometry.molmovdb.org/3v/.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1: Slices through the interior of the ribosome and selected proteins showing
interior solvent volumes. The images of the large subunit shown in (A) and (B) were
obtained by cutting the particle into two pieces along a plane perpendicular to the line of
view, and exposing its interior by removing the portion nearer to the viewer. In the left
pair of images, the particle is oriented in the so-called crown view, and in the right pair of
images, the particle was rotated by 90° about the vertical axis prior to being sliced. The
cutting plane used to generate the right hand pair of images was chosen to intersect the
protein exit tunnel. In all images, RNA is gray, protein is yellow, and solvent is blue. (A)
The solvent volume, represented in blue, of a single slice through the large ribosomal
subunit. (B) The locations of water molecules (small blue spheres) reported in the crystal
structure of the large ribosomal subunit of H. marismortui (PDB id: 1JJ2)45 are displayed
that fall within the space visible in part (A) of this figure. (C) Images of spinach rubisco
(PDB id: 1RCX) showing a slice through its central cavity (left), and the solvent between
its VDW surface and its shell (right).57 All images are drawn to scale.
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Figure 2: Rolling sphere definitions. A sphere of radius R is shown rolling across the
surface of a macromolecule defined by atoms 1-12. The contact surface is the surface
defined by the exterior of the sphere as it rolls across the array of atoms. The accessible
surface is the surface visited by the center of the sphere as it rolls across the molecular
surface, and it is called the accessible surface because the center of a sphere of radius R
cannot enter the volume inside the accessible surface. 31

Figure 3: Percent cavity volume as a function of probe radius. The percent of the
shell of the large subunit (red) accounted for by cavities is plotted as function probe
radius. A cavity is a volume that will accommodate a sphere of some radius, but from
which a sphere of that radius cannot escape. Once the probe radius is greater than 9.5 Å,
there are no cavities.

Figure 4: The 10 Å contact surface of the H. marismortui large subunit compared to
its 100 Å contact surface. The structure whose contact surfaces are shown is that
described by PDB entry 1JJ2.45 A stereo view is provided of the contact surface defined
for the particle using a sphere of radius 10 Å, i.e. its shell, (blue solid) with the contact
surface obtained for the same object using a sphere that is 100 Å in radius (yellow mesh)
superimposed.

Figure 5: The dependence of volume accessible from the tunnel on probe radius. (A)
The total solvent volume (red) and the volume that is accessible to a probe placed in the
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tunnel (green) is plotted as a function of probe radius. The gray line highlights the radius
of a water-sized probe (1.5 Å). (B) The shapes of the surfaces of the contact volumes that
are accessible to probes placed in the tunnel lumen. The location of the active site αamino is marked in all pictures with a large blue sphere. In the left-most figure the
portion of surface that corresponds to the 3 Å shell is shown in yellow.

Figure 6: Stereo diagram of the polypeptide exit tunnel showing the positions of
landmarks. The wild-type H. marismortui exit tunnel is shown. The figure is oriented
with the tRNA binding cleft at the top and the exit at the bottom. L22 is orange, L4 is
pink, A-site and P-site CCA tRNA tails are green and yellow, respectively, the active site
α-amino is blue, and the contact surface of the exit tunnel is transparent gray.

Figure 7: Stereo projections of space-filling models of molecules inside the peptide
exit tunnel. (A) A straight, 41 amino acid α-helix48 is inserted into the tunnel, oriented to
maximize the fraction of the helix inside the tunnel. (B) A model of an IgG domain49 is
placed in the middle of the exit tunnel, again oriented so that the fraction of the domain
inside the tunnel lumen will be maximal. (C) Four W11 heavy cluster compounds are
displayed lodged in the tunnel and in the cleft immediately above the peptidyl transferase
site. Their positions are those occupied by the molecule in question when it is soaked into
preformed crystals of the large ribosomal subunit from H. marismortui.38

Figure 8: The interior volumes of a chaperonin and the polypeptide exit tunnel
compared. (A) The contact surface of the internal chamber of the T. acidophilum
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chaperonin39 (green). (B) The contact surface of H. marismortui large ribosomal subunit
exit tunnel (red) determined using a 2.95 Å radius probe. Images are drawn to the same
scale.

Table 1: Volumes of the Ribosome. The solvent volume is the shell volume minus
solvent-contact volume. The empty volume is the solvent-contact volume minus VDW
volume. The fractional solvent volume is the solvent-contact volume divided by the shell
volume. The tunnel volume is 93% of the solvent volume at 1.5 Å and 4.4% of the
solvent at 3.0 Å.

Table 2: Stokes Radii of Ions. The Stokes radii of several ions are shown.41
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